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Dear Members, 
The  year seems to  fly by, and it is 

again time, to  put pen t o  paper, to bring you 
the latest edition. Has much changed ? Has 
the weather been kind in your area? Is your 
garden patch healthier than it was  a few 
months ago? 

I wonder, are there any good news stories, 
other than that Australian flora is now 
promoted more often as being the plants of 
choice in our drought weary nation. T h e  
media continually bring us doom and gloom 
and remind us o f  our  environmental woes. 
What does the future hold? 

I am reminded of Dorothy Mackellar's 
'Australia' when thinking of some of the events 
experienced in the past few months- particularly 
the bit which says 'a land of sweeping plains, of 
rugged mountain ranges, of droughts and 
flooding rains.' This year has clearly been 
remarkable in the number of weather 
catastrophes experienced throughout our vast 
continent, and for that matter, globally. We have 
certainly angered Mother Nature of that I'm sure, 
and perhaps those that predict the 'end of the 
world' may be on the right track. But for all the 
doom and gloom, there are valuable lessons to be 
learnt. We need to work with Nature and not 
against her, we need to respect the land that 
provides us with life, and we need to change our 
practices if we are to ensure a sustainable 
Australia, for the future of our children's 
children. 
Are we really doing enough? 

The media is often guilty of skewing a story to a 
political advantage, so we must read, explore and 
think about the issues that are raised further. 
Despite the explosive nature ofjournalis~n which 
aims to sensationalise and to sell a story, we 
must also admit that the media has assisted us. 
We have become more environmentally aware, 
more conscious of the economics of natural 
systems, and of the damages caused by our 
actions, espzcially on the topics of climate 
change and extinctions of certain species and 
habitats. I mention the media because it relates in  
particular to our story of kangaroos in the ACT. 
There are many viewpoints, and you may agree 
to disagree with my views, but at least people are 
thinking about our native flora and fauna. 

I question whether w e  feel this way 
because w e  are more involved in our native 
flora and fauna, or because w e  can identify 
that some species and habitats are hanging 
on a short thread from extinction. We cannot 
ignore what is happening around us, and not 
take steps to ensure the survival of 
ecosystems, flora and fauna. 

Quality of ACT native grasslands 
* Environmental offsets under the 

EPBC Act 
Footprints in the Pollen b.v Phil 
Watson 
Stacks, nests and crates by Leigh 
Afurray 

. ..and more 



CONSERVATION NEWS AND HOT TOPICS 

(photo from APS Vie .'Growing Australian' June 2008) 

APS (SGAP Victoria & the Wimmera Growers 
of Australian Plants) will be hosting the 7th FJC 
Rogers Seminar - Eremaphilas 2008 Saturday 
4'h & Sunday 5"' October 2008 in Horsl~arn & 
Wimmera, ~ i c .  This interesting event has as 
speakers Dr. Bob Chinnock (SA State 
Herbarium botanist); Norma Boschen 
(Eremophila grower); and Dr. Enzo Palombo on 
'The antibacterial properties of Eremophila 
extracts.' The dinner address will be given by 
Ted Brown, a regular radio gardening guru 
speaking of his experiences as a nurseryman and 
grower of Eremophilas. There will also be tours 
of gardens, an Arboretum and nurseries. At the 
7th FJC Rogers Seminar there will also occur the 
book launch of r9usiruliu's Eremo~hilns. 
chat?~,oilr~ ~arde t f .~  for a chungjr~g c/i?nnle, by 
Norma Boschen, Maree Goods and Russell 
Wait. Bookings for the event are filling fast, but 
will close on September I". If interested in 
attending please contact APS Vic. (03) 5568 
7226 or email the secretary on : Secretary 
@apsvic.org.au. Why not check out the new 
APS Vic website - www.avsvic.org.au for other 
events. 

Franklin River Blockade - 25 Years On 
This year marks the 25th anniversary of the 
environmental campaign to protect and save 
Tasmania's Franklin River. A giant celebration 
is being planned. For more on this check out - 
http://www.ecovoice.com.au~enews/enews- 
521EVE-franklin25 .php 

Tasmanian Devil Listed as Endangered 
The upgrading of the Tasmanian devil to 
endangered status under the State's Threatened 
Species Protecti~n Act highlighted the severe 
nature of the disease threatening the species. For 
more- http://www.ecovoice.com.au 

Terri Irwin in Adelaide, June 2008 
Terri Irwin - nature conservationist, animal 
expert, author, mother, celebrity- was invited as 
keynote speaker to a DEH sponsored forum -a 
memorable event to kick start Environment Day 
- in Adelaide rccently. Her talk was on 'An 
endangered worM: What's happening to life as 
we know it? ' The message she left to the 800 
strong crowd was - 'that one person can make a 
difference! ' 

Euphrasia argura - discovery 104 years in the 
making. 
The Euphrasia arguta is one of the great 
survival stories in the chronicles of plant history. 
A poetically-named plant it is reclusive, yet has 
been found on the northern coast of New South 
Wales. The showy, flowering plant species, was 
first described by Robert Brown in 18 10 from a 
collection he formed in 1804. It was located near 
the Paterson River, and occurred in only 4 or 5 
known locations within a 200kilometre area. 
Since 1904 it has not been sighted and was listed 
as extinct. Recen~ly Forestry NSW Field officers 
discovered a population of more than 100 
Euphrasia argura in flower near Nundle, in 
NSW. Dr. Bill Barker, chief botanist at the State 
Herbarium SA, and specialist in the genus, 
confirmed its identity. Dr Barker said "This 
exciting discovery demonstrates the value of 
continued research on Australian flora. Our 
knowledge of species and their distribution 
continues to change based on collections and 
observations over time. The rediscovery of the 
Euphrasia argut~z highlights the value of field 
work.. .' A Conservation Plan for the species is 
to be developed as a matter of urgency. 

Information from Ochre, DEH Corporate Publication. 
Issues 2 1, & 22. 

The views and opinions expressed in this newsletter are not necessarily those of ASGAP, or state APS groups. No responsibility is taken for any 
information or advice contained therern. 



As some of you may be aware there is division among members in Canberra, and elsewhere, 
over the stance taken by ANPS President, Roger Farrow on the issue of culling some of the over- 
population of grey kangaroos on endangered native grassland reserves. To appreciate the 
environmental economics of the situation, members need to be armed with appropriate 
background information on the situation. 

%ckmound idomation on the d&rbratinq 
u u a l i  of native q-land r e z e ~ e s  due 

a/ermaring lw bnqaroos by Roger 
farrac/: ARIPS 

The A.C.T. native grasslands are a declared 

endangered ecological community a t  tdational 

and S t a t e  h e l  and represent Less than I% 

of their former area. They contain a number of 
rare and endangered species of plants and 

animals. Any threats t o  the  suwival of this 
ecosystem must be mitigated by appropriate 

countermeasures. In October l a s t  year 

concern was expressed by a number of 
grassland ecologists, including the former 

chief scientist a t  Lnvironment ACT, t ha t  

kangaroo grazing was causing a serious 

deterioration t o  vegetation c d e r  a t  Majura 

grassland resewe and Belconnen Naval 

Stat ion native grassland site. This was 

adversely affecting the suwival of a number 

of rare and threatened plant and animal 

species, such as the  L r l e s s  Dragon. 

Perunga Grasshopper. Golden Sun  Moth and 

Ginninderra Peppercress. Research on 

insect biodiversity in these resewes 

undertaken from 1998 t o  2001 by Farrod. 

indicated tha t  there were Less than a dozen 

grey kangaroos a t  either s i te  although it 
should be noted t ha t  the kangaroos a t  the 

Bekonnen tdavat s i te  are fenced in. whereas. 

those a t  Majura are free t o  disperse between 

the adjacent grass paddocks belonging t o  the  

Lessees and the  Defence lands. 

In October last year AdP5. FOG. COG. 
Field tdaturatists. t he  J-b-petologicaL Society 

and the  Consewation Council were asked t o  

support the in i t ia t ive by a group of 

scientists. who had named themselves the 

Limestone Plains Group. (LPG) to Lobby 

Gdernrnent, including the  Defence 

Department, about the issue of kangaroo 

management. ALL these groups have Lent 

their support t o  the LPG on what is 

basically a consewation issue which falls 

within the  objectives of ~ t d ~ 5 .  and W A P .  
The numbers of kangaroos a t  0ekonnen 

S i t e  have risen from about a dozen t o  600 
over a period of about 8 years, a l l  caused by 

natural recruitment which is clearly 

unsustainable. The numbers a t  Majura were 

much higker due t o  both breeding and 

immigration from surrounding ~ e r g r a z e d  

areas during the prdious drought. Since 

grassland conditions have imprded many 

kangaroos have dispersed from the lvlajura 

s i te  plus the threatened grassland area has 

been fenced &. 
I t  is important t o  note t ha t  eastern grey 

kangaroo numbers have been steadily 

increasing Net- the  whole of the  ACT and 

surroundir;g areas of tdew South \\/ales and 

several thousands are culled Legally t o  

reduce their impact on grazing properties 

where lessees are trying t o  make a Living 

raising L i~estock The chief scientist a t  

Ln~ i ronment  ACT has recently expressed 

concerned over the rising numbers of Lastern 

Grey L n g a r o o s  on a number of other 

resewes in the ACT. notably Mulligans, and 

their adverse impact on the  vegetation and 

wildlife, notably on ground-Living birds and 

reptiles. which these reserves were s e t  up t o  

protect. 

A number of people have expressed concern 

about t he  Gdernment recommendation t o  the 



Defence Department t o  cu l l  kangaroos a t  

the Betconnen s i te  t o  reduce numbers. Their 

concern revolves around the issue tha t  

cutting is cruel and inhumane . Others are 

more concerned with the  conservation of the 

native grasslands which are a Federally 

Recognised Lndangered Gosystem. The 

eastern grey kangaroo is nut a threatened 

species in ACT and it is legally and 

sustainably harvested in its millions for food 

in I\J5\\/ and other States. 

uumane cutting is seen as a last resort. 

where eastern grey kangaroos are 

threatening an endangered ecological 

community. The alternatives such as 

translocation m u l d  be a worse fate, only 

shifting the problem t o  another area. 

Ldi tor 's Comment: 

Lnvironmental economics dictates t ha t  the 

priority goal must be t o  save the endangered 

native grasslands a t  the  expense of the  

kangaroos. Other endangered and threatened 

species depend upon the survival of the 

grasslands. Once these grasslands have 

recovered, a smal l  sustainable population of 

kangaroos should be returned t o  the  area. In 

the  interim, and t o  pre\/ent loss of other 

species, the  der-population of kangaroos 

needs t o  be controlled by humane culling. 

\vhile translocation is not really an answer. 

i t  may be the way t o  at& a smal l  population 

of kangaroos t o  survive and t o  remain nearby 

t o  the grasslands sites. Any kangaroos 

translocated t o  new homes huv/e\/er would 

need t o  be vigorousty monitored, t o  ensure 

tha t  a situation of der-population does not 

re-occu r. 

dangaroos may be the probkm in the m. 
corellas in the rnallee areas of Australia, or 

koalas on &ngaroo Island. 5 A  t o  name a 

fa- any number of our native species can 

take advantage of climatic conditions and 

available food sources 'on tap' near 

population centres, stimulating reproduction 

and excessive demznds on a specific habitat. 

Is it really any different t o  weeds overtaking 

our native areas, or pest birds displacing 

native birds? I t  is a l l  possible because the  

species have Learned t o  adapt and to take 

advantage of the situation. 

Conservation is a l l  about management and 

protection of species t o  ensure suwivaL. If 
developers were talking about bulldozing a 

native forest area for housing. wouldn't we be 

protesting for the survival of our forest 

ecological communities and species - which no 

doubt. would include the east~rn/western 

grey kangaroo. IAN is tha t  s ixat ion any 

different with what conservationists or 

ecologists are suggesting in the ACT 
regarding overpopulation of one species. 

Australia has the greatest rate of 

extinctions in the  m r l d .  Culling is not a nice 

thing t o  have t o  do, especially as kangaroos. 

emus and koalas are our national symbols. 

and at t ract  millions of dollars in tourist 

dollars annually. C ] ~ & e r  if we al low one 

species t o  continue t o  monopolise and take 

advantage of a situation, suc i  as the 

kangaroos in Belconnen and Edajura. we 

stand t o  lase much more of what is uniquely 

Australian- our nati\(e flora and fauna. tdature 

h o ~ d e r ,  may take it5 own course and ensure 

t ha t  only the f i t tes t  s u ~ i v e -  be it kangaroos. 

other endangered or threatened b r a ,  fauna. 

avifauna or microfauna species on the native 

grasslands - but then we have upset nature 

for our own sur/ivaL \Ve need t o  help bring 

about a positive change which may assist the 

sur\/i~aL of a l l  those other species currently 

a t  risk in the ACT grasslands.. The most 

humane decision of zLL may be t o  cu l l  some 

of the  kangaroo der-abundance not jus t  as a 

means t o  se t t l e  an over-population of 

numbers. but of restoring an ecological 

environment t o  one that  is s u s t a i ~ b l y  viable 

or manageable. 



Mative Food Sources 

Culling could be practical as w e l l  as some 

native species can prdide alternative food 

wurces - the kangaroo being no exception. 

Australia has it as a gourmet food. but it may 

be the answer to many countries stawing 

millions. \\/e have known of its food putential 

from the time of colonization. Peter  \'hnch e t  

aL(1994) informs us that  '\Mthin a month 

af Captain James Cook first sighting 

kangaroos in 1770. one was eaten by the 

L g l i s h  invaders. The Aboriginal inhabitants 

of Australia had been eating kangaroos for 

centuries. but Cook and his naturalist. Joseph 

Banks. thought the sight of the large 

macropod and the taste of it5 flesh worth 

noting. ..-..it became a favourite meat of early 

British colonist.' Our early sett lers had no 

choice but t o  kill the native fauna around 

them when food supply from L g l a n d  was not 

forthcoming. (tdecessity being the Mother of 
invention!) \ve have to our gourmet credit - 
wombat stew. witjuti grubs. galah pie. 

steamed fish, wild duck st&, squatters 

grilled quail- pan-fried snake, roast country 

pigeon. even rabbit st&, pit-roasted pig. and 

buffalo steaks t o  name just some! Many of 

the native fauna species became foods for 

humans. a t  a time when their very s u ~ i v a l  

relied upon the Australian environment. and 

a t  times when ~er-population dictated an 

ample food supply. others remained a delicacy. 

Today our choice of meats has been confined 

by the availability of Lamb. bed. and pork  

I t  is thought that the wild kangaroo 

population is Large enough t o  suwive a 

controlled cutting. Gdernrnent agencies 

need t o  monitor the culling of the animals. 

and health department officials need t o  

Nersee the preparation and storage of the 

meat collected for human consumption. S o  

there can be a practical outcome meeting 

Regardless of whether the kangaroos are 

culled for food production, or whether we 

think that  they are a natural part uf the 

native Landscape. we need to be realistic. and 

ensure that  der-populations of any species 

when they have a damaging effect upon d h e r  

species. need to be controlled. The choice of 
control needs to consider the species 

wellbeing in the present and altered 

circumstances. Culling therefore is probably 

a more humane option than translocation 

which is costly and does not guarantee the 

species suwival or that of the 

species/communities in which the 

translocation occurs. Too often translocation 

may jus t  be another form of procrastination in 

dealing with the issues a t  hand. Left 
unabated the kangaroo population wilt 
eventually destroy the grassland. If 
cdernment  agencies fail t o  act a t  a time of 

most need. earlier rather than later, you can 

bet that  when the situation becomes drastic 

they wi l l  be unable to deal with the problem 

a t  aLL citing Sound familiar? 

RLFLZ€J!CES 
Farrow. I2 ( 2 0 0 8 )  pers. comm- 

\Gnch, P, Thompson. A,. McCorrnack L. 
(1994) & nqaroo Coakin' \vakefie l d  Press. 

Adelaide 5 A  

human and ecological benefit. 



A thought provoking argument on 

Lnvironment a t  offsets (such as carbon 

neutral programs ) is prodded by ALys 

Stevens - Yt la f t r  Ranges Southern G n u  

\vren Pro ject  Officer 

LvironmentaL Offsets under the  LPBC 
Act- 
The Federal quvernment Last year released 

a Draft Pol icy Statement  on the  usage of 
Lnvironmental Offsets under the LPBC 
Ad. At  first glance the concept of offsetting 

negative impacts is attractive; the  idea t ha t  a 

local environmental value can be whol ly 

replaced and/or improved upon in another area 

is persuasive. Additionally h e r e  current 

conservation and protection guidelines are 

failing t o  deliver tangible outcomes, offsets 

represent, in theory. another mechanism for 

achieving those goals. In reality however. 

achieving a genuine environmental offset is a 

complex task fraught with risk which could 

conceivably a l h  further loss of functioning 

ecosystems. species and opportunities for 

recovery. I t  is however an untried and risky 

business of environmental offsetting which 

has no place under this crit ical environmental 

kgislation. 

An environmental a s e t  is essentially the 

exchange or trade of one quantity of 
environmental value for another quantity of 

environmental value. 

Carbon offsetting, beset with i t s  own raft of 

caveats and risks, is a t  k a s t  straightfotward 

in terms of the quantification of the offset 

required - an airflight t o  Sydney might 

produce X kg of C02 so therefore you need 

t o  capture an equivalent amount of C02 so 

you plant Y trees and hope tha t  they don't 

die or burn down. Quantification of 

environmental vaLue is not as clear. and the  

unique. idiosyncratic operation of ecological 

entities leaves you comparing apples with 
oranges. l - h  do you quantify the importance 

of a certain amount of breeding habitat t o  a 

certain amount of foraging habitat? Do we 

understand precisely what the crit ical 

feature of the  habitat is to the species in 

question? Do w e  understand a l l  aspects of 
t he  habitat s o  it can be faithfully recreated? 

Is a weed-affected but functioning proportion 

of an ecological community worth less than a 

patch nearby revegetated with a few key 

species? On what time scales are you 

operating and h o w  does the enilironmental 

value of a given asset change through time? 

These are significant questions that  for the 

majority of Mat ters  of tdational 

Lv i ronmenta l  Significance (hl Id €5) remain 

poorly understood. Imperfect understanding is 

a crit ical w.ith potentially serious 

consequences, especially if a petversion of 

the  offsets process allmqed the  

accumulation of hypothetical en$ironmentaL 

value above and beyond the original loss. 

resulting in a credit which could be marketed 

amongst developers. Fair trade.? 

Lven if we did have an understanding of a l l  

of the  science t o  achieve an appropriate 

offset, the risk of failure could be high. \\/ho 

is made to rectify that  failure, or t o  a t  Least 

provide ongoing maintenance? The 

develaper? \\/hat if it is 10 years Later and 

the  company is no longer around? \\/hat if i t  

is 50 years later ard there is no ane around 

t o  connect the d o t s 2  Implicit in knming tha t  

you have succeeded or failed is a rigorous 

monitoring and evaluation regime. \\/hose 

responsibility is this and who w i l l  keep watch 

t o  make sure everything is kosher - the 

LPBC department? 

The ability t o  manage an offsetting regime 

under the  current € P K  system is doubtful 

given the system is not supported enough t o  

manage its existing obligations. Indeed the 

ongoing failure of the LPBC Act t o  temper 

impacts of developments is used as an 

argument for offsets. This is due to  a number 

of factors including the difficulty in 'prding' a 



significant impact on a h4ldL5 in t he  first 

place. the  inability to account for. and 

therefore address, cumulative impacts on 

h41\1€5. the  unexpected complexity of natural  

systems which mitigating activities cannot 

account: and the under-resourcing of 

compliance and enforcement activities under 

the Act ~ U W  can the  LPBC be expected t o  

manage. enforce. audit and oversee t h e  risky 
process uf offsetting if it is not supported 

adequately t o  fulfil its current obligations? 

Finally, even if we  could adequately quantifr. 

monitor. maintain and police the  offset. we  

may still find that  offsetting may lead t o  the  

inappropriate apprdal  of development. \'dhile 
suitable offsets may not always be available. 

approval wi l l  not necessarily be denied. 

Offsets become a second option for 

ddelopments that  would o t h e ~ i s e  have 

unacceptable impacts. The inclusion of 
ofsets into the referral and apprda l  process 

entrenches this flaw: &sets must not factor 

in the  process of development app rda l  - it is 

the impact alone that  must determine 

whether a project is a l h e d  t o  proceed. 

Lnvironmental offsetting with a l l  the 

associated r isb and unanswered questions 

would see the LPBC legislation operate 

more as a mechanism for enabling 

development with respect to the  environment. 

rather than an Act 'to p rd ide  for the  

protection of the environment 

Ld. i\lute: Apologies for any changes made t o  

the articles. These were necessary and 

relevant t o  the fiaz/ of the article. 

Fun Facts- Rain Signs 
Rain in the  southern s ta tes has been s h  in 

coming - while our neighbour s ta tes have 

been drenched. u e r e  for Light relief (no pun 

intended!) is some rain trivia. 

Nature's signs that are said to signal 
impending rain: 

Bats fly lower 
Frogs emerge from the water 
croaking 
Daisies close their petals 
Wolves howl 

* Birds sing more 
Cattle gather close together 
Cats sit with their tail to the fire 
Roosters crow before retiring 
to sleep 
Fish take bait more eagerly 

* Dolphins swim closer to land 

4 

Bees and Pollination have already been 

discussed in a previous issue, however 

Tasmanian member Phil \ v a t o n  has 

provided an indepth look a t  the subject 

matter. Since that  time. I believe The Bee 
movie has come t o  our lounge rooms. so by 

the end of Phil's article which f o l h s .  we  

should a l l  be wel t  conversant and 

k n ~ l e d g e s b l e  on the fascinating subject of 

pollination in the natural world. 



Fire and its relationship to manaqinq fauna - 
4 4 

the mallee fire and biodiversity project 

It is often said that "fire is a natural part of the Australian Landscape". But what precisely do we mean by 
natural? The pattern of fires across a Landscape can vary in several important ways including the time interval 

- between two fires (fire frequency), the intensity of the fire, the time of year inwhich the fire occurs, and the size 
and patchiness of the fire. Each of these components may have profound implications for the flora and fauna at a 
site ;nd whether or not they can recover after the fire. A major problem arises if, through either extinguishing 
all  fires or becoming over zealous in prescribed burning, we impose a fire regime with which an ecological 1 

community is ill-equipped to cope. Some animal and plant species may never have had to recover from fires 
that frequent, that Large, that hot or at that time of the year. 

To date, most fire management in ' site from unbumt refuges. Consequently, biodi~rsrty in mallee ezosystems of 

Australia is buitt upon a major untested the size and spatial configuration of the M~r ray  Mallee region of SA. NSW 

assumption, that if the fire frequency is suitable habrtats (e.g. recently burnt and Virtoria. Birds, rept~les, mammals, 

right for plant species to  penist then or long unbumt vegetation) may have key invertebrates and plants are being 

the animals will be accommodated as potentially profound effects on whether surveyed at 280 sites, scattered across 

well. But is this h a y s  true? Can we an animal with limited dispersal abilrty 28 study landscapes, each 4 km in 

assume that the needs of animals will can recolonise a site - t o  put it crudely, diameter; located on public and prlvate 

necessarily be met by meeting the for many animals size matters! land.The study aims to address two key 

needs of plants? We already know that 

many animals depend bn resources 

that are available only in older stands 

of vegetation; that is, long after the 

plant has reached an age when it can 

replace itself. For example, the hollows 

needed for nesting by numerous 

parrots, cockatoos, possums and bats 
may take over 100 years to  develop 

in many Australian eucalypts. Knowing 

that a particular plant species has been 

sufficiently resilient to  persist at a site 

is not enough, tt is often the structural 
features of a plant species that are 

of primary importance t o  the animal, 
not just rts presence at a site. Further; 

it matters lrttle to  many of our'native 
plants whether the area bumt was 

I ha or  I O , W  ha because they have 

adaptations t o  regenerate on site. In 
sharp contrast many animals become 

temporarily extinct at a site after fire 
and then re?, on recolonisation of the 

In the absence o f  detailed knowledge 

of the habitat requirements and 

dispersal abilities o f  most animal species 

in this country land managers have 

developed fire management plans upon 

a basic premise that landscapes exposed 
to  a greater diversity of fire regimes 

will support a greater biodiversrty than 

landscapes that have a more uniform 
fire history. Consequently, the aim of 

many fire plans is to  avoid uniformity in 

fire history over large areas and instead 

aim for a mosaic of fire regimes across 
a land management unit But which 

mosaic? Are all equally desirable, will 
all assist in maintaining the diversity o f  

animals as well as plants?The spatial 
configuration o f  some mosaics may be 
acceptable for plants, but inadequate 

t o  sustain viable populations of some 
animal species. 

In March 2006 we embarked upon 
a large study o f  the effects o f  fire on 

questions: I .  Are some mosalcs more 

desirable than others, In terms 

of corserving both f lon and fauna? 

2.Are the responses of plants to 

different fire regimes good indicators 

of the responses of an~mals? If not, what 
might serve as better ~ndlcators? 

Assoc Prof Mike Clarke and Assoc 

Prof Andrew Bennett lead a team of 

eight scientists and seven PhD students 

based at LaTrobe Unlv2.1-sity and Deak~n 

University, each contrib~ting particular- 

skills and specialist taxo3omic knowledge 
to  the project. From the outset the 

study has received strong support 

from both public and private land 
management agencies. who are keen 

to  have a better basis for managing fire 
on their land. particulary with respect 

t o  faunaTen agencies have contributed 

funds and on-ground support to the 

project and over I00 v2lunteers have 
already been involved in the fauna and 
flora surveys. 



Footprints in the Pollen 

Introduction 

Tasmania is the home of a diverse array of flora and fauna assemblages. The plants 

range from the diminutive, pygmy sundews to the delicate terrestrial orchids to the 

kaleidoscope of colourful heaths, native irises, lilies and bush peas to the robust and 

floriferous daisy bushes and the towering eucalypts and myrtles. The perpetuation of 

each of these floral species is a consequence of their flowers attracting suitable 

pollinating fauna. Their curious floral structures, charming colours and scents have 

evolved over millenniums of generational change to make them irresistible to their 

pollinators. Deciphering the role these stunning flowers play in their mating game to 

lure the desired pollinator generates a new level of interest, beyond just their visual 

attractiveness. This article continues to explore the many powerful relationships 

plants have developed with their pollinators, with particular emphasis on the furry and 

feathered pollinators. 

Pollen is demanding to produce 

As there is always adequate carbon in nature, plants can make carbohydrates in the 

form of very cheap sugary nectar and in appropriate amounts to meet the service costs 

of the more expensive pollinators (Yellow Wattle birds, Pygmy possums etc). In 

contrast to nectar, manufacturing of pollen demands ample moisture and precious 

nitrogen, plentifully available in tall forests and rainforests but limited in low nitrogen 

environments such as dry coastal heaths and grassy woodlands. In these areas, most of 

their nitrogen is obtained through healthy symbiotic relationships between fungi and 

plants. 

Ingenuity conserves pollen and provides a competitive edge 

To conserve pollen plants have evolved cunning protective processes and structures. 

For example the Native Cranberry Astroloma humijiusum and the Bearded Heaths 

(Leucopogon spp.) flowers possess rings of hair at the throat of their flora tubes which 

limits their nectary accessibility to finely beaked birds, long tongued insects or very 

small insects. Curiously many highly floriferous shrubs, often in close proximity 

(such Tea trees, Correas etc) have developed other conservation methods. Undetected 

by their pollinators, each shrub may only produce nectar in 20-30% of their receptive 

flowers. The flowers with barren nectaries frustrate the insects by displaying all the 
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same attractions as the nectar laden flowers. These plants possess an uncanny ability 

to still engage the pollinator's interest, whilst maintaining just enough full nectaries. 

Research has revealed that in our Common Heath Epacris impressa the potential 

volume of conserved nectar in their deep nectaries varies from 0.1 - 0.2 millilitres 

under harsh conditions to 2 - 3 millilitres in lush conditions. To fill a kilogram jar of 

honey hard working bees must fly up to three times extra distance to visit enough 

nectar bearing flowers (estimated at 1,000,000 flowers across 50,000krn). Individual 

bees work itself to death in 3 weeks contributing only 2-3 mls of pure honey in its life 

time. 

Another method used by plants to gain a competitive edge is the clever use of darker 

coloured flowers and early morning peak nectar flows. By absorbing the sun's 

warmth an alluring sweet scent attracts early flying pollinators. Examples include the 

brilliant red flowers of the Running Postman (Kennedia prostrata) and the warm 

autumn tones of Bush Pea flower Bossiaea cinerea. 

Tasmania is home to a spectacularly diverse assemblage of plants. They range from 

the diminutive, pygmy sundew to the colourll and intricately structured terrestrial 

orchids to the kaleidoscope of colourful heaths, native irises, lilies and bush peas to 

the robust and floriferous daisy bushes and gigantic eucalypts and myrtles. As the 

main feature of each of these plants, their flowers have evolved to simply act as the 

plant's tool in the mating game, with their intricate designs refined over millenniums 

of generational change. Waiting to be discovered by the nature lover is the fas~inating 

world of curious structures, processes and complex interrelatiocshps between these 

plants and their pollinators. This article explores the intriguing field of pollination 

ecology, which studies the interaction between plants and their pollinators. 

Nectar and pollen are irresistible rewards 

Although flowers appear very different, they all have the same basic structurz. Their 

central female parts (carpels) contain the ovaries which require pollinating to form 

fruits and seeds. These are surrounded by the male parts (stamens) which are the 

pollen producers, designed to ensure the fertilization of the ovules in the ovary. 

Encircling the stamens and pistils are the petals and sepals, colourful accessory 

structures whose roles are to protect the pollen and nectar and to promote their floral 

attributes as boldly as they dare. 

To achieve a transfer of pollen from the stamens of one flower to the ovules of 

another, pollination agents are targeted, attracted by a reward of deliciocs body 

building pollen which is high in fats and protein, or energy giving nectar which is 
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high in sugary carbohydrates. To maintain a competitive advantage, the flowers' 

colours and scents must be as irresistible as possible. In human terms this is somewhat 

akin to streets lined with cake shops, cafes and restaurants displaying windows of 

decorated cakes and other delicacies. Like the flower-scented breezes, these are made 

even more tempting by fans wafting mouth watering aromas into the street. 

No footprints required 

There are many self pollinating flowers that do not need pollinators. Of these, a few 

practise the bizarre process called cleistogamony, which allows flowers such as Viola 

sp, Wahlenbergia sp. a few species of Leek Orchids Prasophyllum sp and small 

flowered Caladenia sp. to self pollinate without opening. 

Wasteful wind pollination 

Although using wind to waft the fine pollen around is a rather wasteful and haphazard 

process, it gets the job done without being reliant on finely tuned insectlfauna 

relationships. Typical Tasmanian wind pollinated plants are from the 

monocotyledonous families of Reeds (Cyperaceae), Grasses and Cereals (Poaceae) 

Sedges (Restionaceae), Rushes (Juncaceae) and a small number of dicotyledonous 

families including Casuarinaceae, Urticaceae and Plantaginaceae. 

Wind pollinated plants are mostly dioecious (separate male and female plants) and 

have insignificant flowers which lack scent, nectar and pollen rewards along with 

alluringly coloured petals and/or sepals. With the terminally located flowers 

projecting well beyond their leaves, coupled with their disproportional large stigmatic 

and anthers surfaces remaining prominently exposed during flowering there is a very 

high potential for intercepting the yellow clouds of wind borne pollen. To help 

maximises this interception wind pollinated plants are found in dense populations in 

exposed sites or clustered in open vegetation communities such as dry, exposed 

woodlands and coastal plant assemblages. She oaks and Native Hops (Dodonaea 

viscosa) are excellent woodland examples whilst the attractive Tassel Sedge 

Balioskion tetraphyllus or the spectacular Button grass (Gymnoschoenus 

sphaerocarpus) are fine wind pollinated plants examples of sedge and moorlands. 

Interestingly wind pollinated plants are responsible for most of the allergenic pollens, 

known to induce the classic springtime hay fever and asthma attacks. Although the 

grasses tend to get the blame, indigenous and exotic Plantains, (Plantago sp.), Docks, 
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(Rumex sp.), Stinging Nettles (Urtica sp.) and weeds such as Paterson's Curse 

(Echium sp. ) are our worst culprits. 

Wondrous water pollination 

All seagrasses rely on water pollination but it is uncommon in terrestrial plants,. Some 

wetland species such as the brilliant yellow Running Marsh flower Villarsia 

reniformis have female flowers on the water's surface which are able to attract 

passing pollen rafts. Radically different again is the rarely seen rain splash pollination 

evolved by a few plants such as large flowered Clematis. 

Villarsia reniformis attracts rafts of floating pollen 

In general most flowering plants have evolved in association with pollinators. The 

plants are commonly monoecious (male and female flowers occur on the same plant) 

and employ the services of diurnally active invertebrates, marsupials and 3irds or 

nocturnally active mammals, bats and moths. Most plants are able to recognise their 

own pollen and have evolved the ability for male and female parts to be receptive at 

different times, thus ensuring that outcrossing and hence genetic robustness is 

perpetuated. 

Pollination by the birds 

The honeyeaters are the largest family of birds in Australia with a staggering 80% of 

all bird species in forest communities belonging to this diverse family. Records 
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indicate that over 100 species of Australian honeyeaters frequent well over 1000 

indigenous species, with many developing close mutual relations with indigenous 

flora. The flora benefits significantly from pollination and seed dispersal. Unlike the 

numerous 1:l bird:plant relationships formed between their overseas counterparts, 

Australian Honeyeaters have no true 1: 1 relationships although there are some which 

are very close (such as that between Swift Parrots and Blue Gums). 

Honeyeaters have unique features 

Our honeyeaters are much larger and more robust than the overseas equivalents such 

as the very energetic, but tiny, American humming birds or the small, colourful South 

African sunbirds. Unexpectedly, the largest of all the world's specialised nectar 

feeders is Tasmania's Yellow Wattle Bird (Anthochaera paradoxa) some 10 times 

larger than the hummers or sun birds.' 

With this substantial size and robustness, honey eaters offer a superior pollination 

service relative to the insect pollinators. They have the capacity to feed and hence 

transfer pollen during wet periods or remain active in adverse weather conditions 

including hot, cold or windy conditions. They are also capable of transferring larger 

pollen loads over longer distances and can frequent many more flowers in a working 

day than insects. 

The brush-lipped tongue of a honeyealer 
lunclions in the same way as a paint brush. 

2 

As efficient nectar feeders, they have evolved elaborate tongues which are prolonged 

and protrude well beyond their bill tips enabling collection from deep nectaries. The 

front edges of their tongues are delicately frayed to form a brush for licking up the 

nectar. By lapping up nectar at the rate of 10 licks per second, nectaries can be 

emptied within a second or two. 

Mutual benefits for honey eaters and gum flowers 

I Low T. Our Sweet Cozintry a Celebration Australian Geographic Jan- Mar 2006 Edition 

' Rowe M.T. RAOU Honeyeafers ofHawks Nest & Tea Gardens A Guide National Parks NSW 
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In Tasmanian forests where moisture and plant nutrients are in luxurious amounts, 

members of the Myrtle family (Myrtaceae) including Gums (Eucalyptus sp), Bottle 

Brushes (Callisternon sp) and Paper Barks (Melaleuca sp) etc, have abundant nectar. 

Each brushy or fluffy flower can pump nectar for over 2 to 3 weeks to satisfy the 

birds (also bats and agile arboreal marsupials) addictive behaviour. Fortunately their 

flowers have been sturdily constructed to support the honeyeater's bulky bodies 

whilst busily feeding. Given insects are blind to colours on the infra red end of the 

light spectrum (reds, oranges, yellows etc) their vibrant red and orange coloured 

flowers provide them with further competitive advantages. 

It is not unexpected that the more pugnacious honey eaters, particularly the W@ I 
wattle bird, Yellow wattle bird, New Holland Honeyeaters (Phyiidonyris 

novaehollandiae) and Noisy miners become extremely boisterous and territorial, as 

they boldly defend, their flower clusters. This defensive behaviour has been linked to 

defoliating insect-derived dieback in stands of flowering Gums, as a result of both the 

small foliage insect gleaners (Black headed, Strong billed and Crescent Honey eaters, 

Pardalotes Thornbills etc) and the large foliage and trunk gleaners (Golden Whistlers, 

Black-faced Cuckoo-shrike, Grey Shrike-thrush etc) being frightened away. 

Fortuitously their dominance diminishes as the flowering period closes forcing the 

aggressors to leave the area in search of protein rich staple foods such as fruits, 

honeydew seeds, lerp and manna. 

Swift Parrot and the Blue Gum partnership 

The close relationship between the Swift parrot and Blue gum is a captivating 

example of flora and fauna adaptation resulting in outstanding mutual benefits. 

Taking advantage of the Blue Gum's (Eucalyptus globulusj nectar-laden cups 

surrounded by shaving brush-like pollen tipped stamen, the Swift parrot (Lilthamus 

discolor) migrates to breed within the Blue Gum dominated communities. This 

dependence by Swift parrot on the gum is reflected by the gum on the parrot. As a 

consequence of the swift's short, stout bill it needs to not only brush many of the 

stamens but also dabs the stigma of each flower in its endeavours to empty the nectar 

cup. The resultant dusting over the facial region of the parrot, achieves the 3ower's 

goal of transferring its pollen to the other flower. Although the swift's mutual 

relationship produces remarkable pollination service for the gum, the musk lorikeet 

(Glossopsitta concinna) with its similar attributes also provides a valuable 

contribution. 
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Swift Parrot being dusted whilst feeding on Blue Gum flower 

In contrast to these stout billed birds, the finer billed honey eaters such as the New 

Holland Honeyeater, Crescent Honeyeater and Eastern Spine Bills which also feed on 

the Blue gum's nectar. However they rarely brush the stamens or stigma and 

consequently are considered as ineffective pollinators. 

Pollen presenter - an example of intelligent design 

The Australian Protea family (Proteaceae) are ideally suited to bird and mammal 

pollination as a consequence of their cunningly designed pollen presenter. This long 

stalk-like structure collects pollen on its stigmatic tip as it brushes past the internal 

anthers once it starts to open out. This flower's pollen presenter continues to unfurl 

from the body of the flower before finally prominently positioning itself above the 

main body of the flower. With the bird's arrival and subsequent desire to probe into 

the flower's nectary, the honeyeater is dusted by the pollen presenter on its forehead, 

before departing. Having successfully off-loaded the pollen, the pollen presenter's 

stigmatic tip is now free to receive pollen carried by the next appropriately dusted 

honeyeater. The spectacular, nectar filled Spider Flowers (Grevillea sp.) are the best 

known flowers with pollen presenters. However, the Hakea (Hakea sp.), Waratah 

(Telopea sp.), and Guitar Plant (Lomatia sp.) amongst others all have similar 

attributes. 

Kangaroo Paws are not just a pretty flower 

In Western Australia, the famous Kangaroo Paws Anigosanthus sp. provide an 

3 Hingston A. B, Gartrell B.D. & Pinchbeck G. How specialised is the plant-pollinator association 

between Eucalyptus globulus ssp. globulus and the swift parrot Lathamus discolour Austral Ecology 

(2004) 29,624-630 
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attention grabbing example of floral charisma and superb design for bird pollination. 

Not only do they form sturdy landing platforms for honeyeaters to exploit their 

nectaries, but during their flowering period each flower spike is architecturally 

designed to offer one solitary receptive bloom at a time. Daily one flower pivots 

boldly into position while the spent flowers continue to hinge out of prominence. 

Their multi coloured flowers have pollen laden frilly tips perfectly poised to transfer 

pollen onto the foreheads of nectar seeking birds. Since the bird's fine bills accurately 

reflect the curvature of the tubular corollas leading to their deep nectary, this 

adaptation has granted them privileged access otherwise denied to pollen raiders. 

Honey eaters love tubular bells 

Fine billed honey eaters rely on reddish coloured, tubular flowers for nectar supplies 

during winter and early spring when their staple food sources are diminished. Many 

native flowers benefits from this bird pollination service include the brilliant red- 

orange Christmas Bells (Blandfordia punicea) and the exquisite red bells of the 

Climbing Heath (Prionotes cerinthiodes), Native Fuchsias (Correa sp.), Candle 

Heaths (Richea spp) and Native Heaths (Epacris spp). All of these have evolved the 

necessary key bird-alluring attributes which feature odourless, pendant, tubular 

corollas, with the peaking of their diurnal nectar flows in winter and early spring. 

One of the most outstanding Tasmanian examples uncovered by recent research of 

birds pollinating tubular flowers is that of the dry sclerophyll understorey s h b  from 

eastern Tasmania known as the Spreading Pink berry Leptecophylla divaricata 

(Epacridaceae). This has the honour of being the first recorded bird-pollinated 

dioecious plant in the Australian flora. The tubular pendant corolla of its flower "has 

evolved in a h d e  otherwise conforming to the typical dioecious pollination sjndrowe 

of small white flowers serviced by small insectsv4 

It is reported that characteristically their male flowers are larger and earlier flowering 

and produce much more nectar than the female flowers. The researchers also noted 

that the species had a high level of self-fertility and suggested that this dioecism 

assisted their outcrossing chances. 

Reflecting again on the overseas honey eaters, these sunbirds, humming birds etc, 

Higham R.K and McQuillan P.B. Cyathodes divaricata (Epacridaceae) the first record of a bird- 

pollinated dioecious plant in the Australian flora Australian Journal of Botany 48 ( 1 )  93 - 99 
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they have highly specialised 1: 1 relationships based on their long curved beaks being 

perfectly adapted to access the deep nectaries. Due to these flower's showy nature and 

desirability, some of these plants have now become environmental weeds although 

luckily in Tasmania they cannot be open-pollinated by birds. These include the 

gorgeous red bells of the Chilean Bellflower, Lapageria rosea, old garden favourite 

Agapanthus Agapanthus afiicanus, Bugle Lily, Watsonia meriana, African Cornflag, 

Chasmanthejloribunda and Montbretia, Crocosmia x crocosmiijlora . 

Eastern Spinebill feeding on Epacris sp. 

Pollination by little furry fellows 

Current estimates indicate over 25 species of mammals actively feeding on nectar 

pumped fi-om flowers of Australian trees. Of these there are 7 or more species of 

possums, arboreal marsupials and gliders involved in pollination as well as a number 

of bats and rodents. Interestingly one important furry pollinator is the smallest glider 

in the world, known as the feather tail or pygmy glider (.4crobates pymaeues). It feeds 

on pollen, nectar and insects in the eastern Australian coastal forests. Like the 

mountain pygmy possum (Burramys parvus), little pygmy possum and eastern pygmy 

possum (Cercatetus lepidus & C.nanus) they are recognised as valuable contributors 

to pollination of dry woodlands trees from the myrtle and protea families. 

Another engrossing species is the Western Australian mouse sized, honey possum 

(Tarsipes spenserne) known by the aboriginal name of Noolbenger. It has a very 

slender, long whip-like, tapering prehensile tail giving it remarkable agility amongst 

the nectar bearing flower clusters. It is ideally suited to suck up blossoms, nectar, 

pollen and microscopic insects with its very elongated, tubular snout and a brush-like 

tongue similar to that of a honey eater. Akin to the other gliders and possums strong 

smell receptors allow it feed nocturnally on nectareous flowers. In the day it hides in 

nests of grass and f i r  constructed in dense foliage such as found in grass tree tops. 

Bats and flying foxes also play a significant role in pollination and seed dispersal for 

5 Rowe M.T. RAOU Honeyeaters of Hawks Nest & Tea Gardens A Guide National Parks NSW 
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both native and exotic trees. For example, the Grey-headed flying Fox, like other 

flying foxes, flies long distances across cleared and urban landscapes to forage and 

subsequently transfer pollen amid flowering gums such as the Spotted Gum Corymbia 

maculata). Of note is that these furry pollinators, bats and flying foxes do not require 

nectar to survive, but rather, enjoy nectar as a junk food in an opportunistic way. 

The Southern Snow Skink's contribution 
The key role which the Southern Snow Skink plays in the pollination of tke alpine 

scoparia (Richea scoparia) is another enthralling example of mutual benefits being 

received as part of the mating game. 

In order to protect its stamens and stigmas against torrid alpine conditions the flowers 

surrounds its delicate reproductive parts with a fused petal capsule. In doing so, it 

restricts access by seed dispersers and insect pollinators. During summer, the mature 

flowers produce large amounts of nectar which worryingly remains trapped within the 

capsule. Slithering to the rescue is the Southern Snow Skink which aggressively tears 

apart the capsule in order to satisfy its voracious appetite for the nectar. With the 

floral parts finally exposed, the opportunistic pollinating insects can do their job and 

its seeds can subsequently be dispersed. 

Pollination ecology - a sentinel for climate change 

Everything is being affected by global warming's environmental changes. 

It is already established that over the past 30 years the world's alpine and subalpine 

flora is flowering on average 2 to 3 weeks earlier. The current rate of change is more 

rapid than the life cycles of their insect pollinators. 

Equally concerning is the progressive contraction of cold adapted flora's range to both 

higher altitudes and higher latitudes. Disastrously, this movement is not matched by 

the adaptive capacity of their pollinator. Today across the SE Australia and Tasmania 

alpine and subalpine regions there is a major loss of snow patches coupled with early 

spring thaws. This affects bird migration and breeding patterns: which is now often 

compounded when followed by a late snow dumps and killing frosts that disrupt bird 

and marsupial breeding, winter hibernation and access to nectar sources. A graphic 

example of this is in the Mt Kosciusko National park6 where populations of the 

endangered mountain pygmy possum have crashed. In concert with this, the higher 

levels of ultraviolet radiation has cause the loss of rare alpine plants and their 

pollinators, whilst the warmer, drier conditions are causing a steady demise of others 

Roslyn Beeby 8/4/06 Kosciuzko S climate crisis Canberra Times (ACT) 
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such as the Alpine Sky Lily (Herpolirion novae-zelandiae) and its pollinators. 

It is obvious that all these environmental impacts will disrupt synchronies in the 

timing of important biological events such as the flora and fauna interrelationships. 

On this premise, it could be anticipated that pollination ecology may well become one 

of the key harbingers of Climate Change. 

Given the finely tuned time and space interrelationships occuning between the many 

and varied symbiotic and 1:l relationships, major impacts can be expected. For 

example the flowering of up to 500 terrestrial orchids are perfectly time and located to 

match the life cycle of their one and only species of thynnid wasp pollinator. Global 

warming is decoupling these relationships with resulting extinctions! 

This disruption of synchrony will act to amplify the more subtle changes to well 

known environmental indicators. Consequently, pollination ecology will become a 

more sensitive indicator of climate change than the environmental variables 

themselves. 

Positively speaking, there is better news in relation to our bird and mammal 

pollinators. These less specialist relationships will provide an inherent robustness 

against the predicted global warming impacts compared to the sensitive mutual 

relationships entertained by their overseas counterparts. 

The many other Pollinators 

It is obvious that during peak flowering season, wildflowers are enveloped in clouds 

of other pollinating insects such as flies, wasps, gnats, beetles, moths and butterflies, 

all busily leaving their footprints in the pollen. Another article will explore their 

important contributions to pollination ecology. 
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S n a c k .  Ae5-b and Gaes by Leigh Murray 

E n W e n a  brnentosa (Ruby Saltbush) 

does nicety in sunny spats in our gardens a t  

Tuross uead and Quean beyan. producing 

beautiful ruby red berries t ha t  are popular 

with birds such a> Crimson &sellas. I 
planted another plant a t  Tuross. amongst 

granite boulders where deLightFuL Bush &ts 

and Stumpy. a Blue-tongue Lizard. hang o u t  

\vhile we were away for a f~ days, t he  

whole tiny plant was snaffled. Mot  one 

s k r r i c k  was Left. 
S o  I tried a different plant nearby. a 

Carpobratus modes tus (In land Pidace). 

\vhiLe we were away, it was gobbled up. A l l  
t ha t  was kft on our return were t w o  

detached leaves. and they too were missing. 

presumed eaten, the next day. Bush tucker 

for Bush Rats !  The next batch of plants has 

been temporarily sandwiched between sheets 

of plastic gutter guard ... 

And white we were away for those summer 

months. the pests had free rein. They knocked 

off some tiny eucalypts, and ate a l l  the  

foliage on a few new dunzea pornifera 

(Luckily, one has since rdived). Sca le  got  

going again on a Lcalyptus lansd~neana 

and its close neighbour, € leuca~lon, and 

made a good s t a r t  in a different part of the  

garden on a € prekiana. After pruning off 

most of the scale-clad branches. a l l  three 

trees are nov/ doing weLL shooting new 

g r d h  and forming buds. The € preissiana 

has a few gorgeous big y e L h  W e r s .  t he  

birds are 'feasting again on the  deep pink 

flowers of L leuca~Lan. and we're eagerly 

watching for the first € lansdmneana 

fLm/ers. which can be crimson. purple or 

white. 

I've had my first successes with nest boxes. 

Soon after installing h o ,  both were occupied 

by Ringtai l  Possums - the first possums 

we've had in our Tuross Uead garden. The 

nest boxes were placed in an Acacia impkxa 

and an Aloca5uarina verticllillab, about 3 or  

The n e t  boxes are sanscarpentty 

concoctions. using materials a t  hand. Inner 

and outer Layers of brush screening surround 

either a polystyrene box or bubble plastic 

cotrered by black plastic, with good drainage 

and roafing. The  b i g w  material of the  brush 

malces great camouflage. These boxes were 

t r i a l  versions. to see if they stirred any 

wildlife in terest  and t o  iron out construction 

faults. The ringtails re-modelled one box 

Lifting the  roof t o  make a larger side entry 

than t he  rosella-sized hole. 

F o L h i n g  cbse l y  on the arrivat of the 

ringtails. I had t o  cage a young h&zanthos 

Zuby ' in  gutter guard. L e n t y  anticipating its 
first W e r .  I found it nipped off high up the  

s tem (too high for a Bush Rat). And it was 

worth caging - the h e r .  with du l l  green 

'toes' and a red base. was not the expected 

ruby red! 

Other plants I've caged recently are 

Kunzea pomifera. Correa alba and two  

Carpobrotus species. ALL were defoliated (or. 

in the  case of the Carpobrotus, snaffled 

completely) unt i l  I ful ly enclosed them with 

gutter guard. It seems that  i n s e c t  or 

caterpil lars were not the guilty parties, as 

first thought. The caged plants are recovering 

nicely. and the cages will be remded when 

the  plants are established. 

L D I T O R ' 5  ~ U T L  \Vhite Living in the 

rnatke we had similar experiences with 

plants being demolished. \\/e found the 

culprits t o  be kangaroos. who Love the juicy 

pigfaces in dty conditions - Liquid 

re f reshment  on tap! Choob.  Lizards and 

some birds also Like the taste. L n g a r o o s  

and rabbits were the c u l p r i t  in stripping 

Leaves from young trees and shrubs. I have 

seen b o  young joeys also boxing with each 

other, each in turn jumping onto a young t ree  

less than a metre high. \vhile it may have 

been comical t o  watch a t  the time from a 

distance. it also gave out a certain danger 



warning - that if the very young marsupials 

could do this to a tree. just  think what the 

adults could do to plant beast or man. It was 

a timely warning. tdeedLe5s to say the trees 

involved rarely s u ~ i v e d  such an onslaught 

and neither did our dog when he later decided 

to attack the 'roos. Lngaroos we found. 

spent their rest periods under ~elaleuca 
uncinata. y lanceulata or Baeclcea behrii 

The Leaves made soft bedding in scooped out 

ground depressions. This matLee scrub and 

r e g r d h .  with dominant stands of 

€uc;llyptus buc~&n. € fasciculosa. 

Alocasuarina r/etticilLa ta and Gal litris 

gracjbs Isyn.pr~isi) was also the popular 

haunt of rabbits. hares and echidnas. dunzea 

pamihra (wuntries) is also a popular bush 

tucker plant (aligned t o  the Melakuca) and 

any number of native species including human. 

could strip the plant of its fruit and Leaves. 

\\le protected our native seedlings initially 

with milk cartons. and found that we had t o  

stake these t o  the ground with metal rods. 

as the c r w s  had a bal l  in remuving the 

cartons, ripping them t o  shreds and 

scattering them d e w h e r e .  I'd heard of 
corellas ripping into fruit and nuts on trees. 

but I would rider have given the cruws a 

thought if I hadn't seen it for myself! J u s t  

goes t o  show that any species has the 

capabi Lity of destruction. 

Some trivia Now aker ;ill the heavy reading 
here qt-e some trivia f8& to share- 

- Climate 6cts- the extremes 
The highest ever recorded 
temperature was 58 degrees celsius, 
in Al Aziziyah, Libya in 1922. 
The lowest ever recorded 
temperature was -89.6 degrees 
celsius, at Vostock Station, 
Antarctica in 1983. 
The South Pole has no sunshine for 
182 days per year. 
The windiest place on Earth is  Port 
Merton, Antartica. 
The wettest place on Earth Mount 
Waialeale, Hawaii, with an average 
annual rainfall of 12 metres. 
The driest place on Eadh is the 
Atacama Desert, Chile, which has 
recorded virtually no rainfall. 
The largest recorded snowfall in a 
day was 1.8m at Silver Lake, 

Colorado, USA in April of 1921. 
The largest recorded hailstones, 
weighing 1 kg each, were recorded 
in Bangladesh on April 14 1986. 

Perhaps we should add another - that 2008 
as the year with the most natural disasters 

and highest death tol l? Or another, that 

parts of Australia suffered sarere fLood 

damage whik other parts of the same 

continent experienced drought. Like no other. 

J-!ere is another set  of trivia - Did you know 

that the ten seas on the tvloon are recorded 

as : 

Sea of cleverness 
Sea of c l o u d s  
Sea of ~s la ,~ 'ds  

* Sea of ~ o i s t u r e  
S e a o f ~ e d a r  
Sea of serenity 

Sea of showers 
Sea o f ~ r a n q u i l l i t y  

Sea of vaPou5 
Sea of waves  



CONSERVATION NEWS AND HOT TOPICS 

Conservation Council o f  SA's first Summit - 
Wafer in n Chiing;iag Climate i s  the first of 
six Summits to develop an environmental 
blueprint for South Australia. Held on 12" June 
it featured keynote speaker Peter Cosier, a 
Director of the Wentworth Group of Concerned 
Scientists, and a panel of representatives from 
Business SA, Local Government Association, 
SA Farmers Federation and SA Council of 
Social Services. 

From information supplied by CCSA . . .. 
' It is easy to get jaded about environmental 
issues, however much you care. You can start to 
feel that the obvious solutions are not being 
implemented, or the things that are happening 
are piecemeal and fragmented. So the(CCSA) 
Conservation Council of SA has decided to take 
a fresh and holistic look at the policy that is 
driving environmental outcomes in this state. 
How can it be improved so that in five years' 
time we can look back and see progress that 
makes us proud? Starting with the urgent subject 
of water, we will look at current State policy on 
six key environmental issues confronting South 
Australia. CCSA will then make recommend- 
ations for policy change to ensure SA provides 
healthy and habitable environments for its 
plants, animals and humans well into the future. 

The remaining five policy areas will review 
Planning & Urban Development; Waste; 
Biodiversity; Coast & Marine; and Energy, in 
the context of climate change. A Summit will be 
held to present and invite feedback. 'Anyone is 
welcome to attend these Summits, whether it is 
to learn more about the subject, or to express 
views on it. ' Then the CCSA will update its 
reports with any new insights gained and will 
consolidate them into one document that 
articulates the environment movement's call to 
action. 'This blueprint will underpin CCSA's 
advocacy agenda for the next few years, and we 
hope that individuals and organisations will find 
it a highly useful reference. Many environment 
groups have the will, but not the resources, to 
undertake work of this nature.'For dates of the 
summits and more info, visit www.ccsa.asn.au 

Budpet fails environmental test by James 
Danenberg 
'The first Federal Budget shows no signs of the 
major paradigm shift that is so urgently needed 
to rein in Australia's high emissions and protect 
our unique biodiversity from extinctions due to 
climate change.' 'The Government has kept most 
of its environmental election promises.. .there is 
the genesis of some good programs.. ..Overall 
there are cases of 'business-as-usual' winning 
out over innovative and sustainable thinking. 
Taxpayers will still contribute over $6 billion to 
exacerbate climate change through subsidies to 
fossil fuel use such as the fuel tax credit 
scheme, company car tax breaks and aviation 
fuel concessions. Disappointingly, the good 
news regarding $500 million in renewable 
energy funding has been tempered by the 
decision to push it back a year. Meanwhile so- 
called 'clean coal' will receive $500 million 
dollars immediately, despite concerns that it will 
not be able to make significant reductions in  
emissions in Australia for at least 20 years and 
will lock us into a dependency on coal to supply 
our energy."Priorities are also back-to-front with 
the new Water for the Future package. Power- 
hungry desalination plants will get the lion's 
share of funding ($1 billion over 4 years 
compared to $176 million for rainwater and 
greywater). Stonnwater harvesting and aquifer 
storage and recharge receive minimal funding, 
despite the huge potential of these low-tech 
options to deliver potable water at half the cost 
of desalinated water and reduce coastal pollution 
at the same time. The Murray Darling has 
received $177 million for immediate water 
buybacks, compared to the $1.5 billion that the 
science tells us is needed. This timetable may 
end up being too little, too late for one of the 
world's largest catchments.The fate of much of 
Australia's threatened species recovery and 
biodiversity protection programs is also under a 
cloud with the re-badged National Heritage 
Trust (NHT) program now known as 'Caring for 
Our Country' having $800 million slashed from 
the budget it had under the previous Liberal 
Government. Successful programs that have 
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CONSERVATION NEWS AND HOT TOPICS 

been restoring ecosystems, improving 
agricultural practices and protecting threatened 
species will disappear or suffer dramatically as a 
result of this decision. South Australian 
endangered species and ecosystems potentially 
affected by this include: South-East Red- 
Tailed Black-Cockatoo, southern-brown 
Bandicoot, Pygmy Blue-tongue Lizard, Glossy- 
black Cockatoo, Warm (black-footed Rock- 
Wallaby), Yellow-footed Rock-Wallaby, Orange 
bellied Parrot, Southern Bent-winged Bat and 
the critically endangered Fleurieu Peninsula 
Swamps, home to over 50 vulnerable plants and 
animals, including the endangered Mount Lofty 
Ranges Southern Emu-wren. Climate change 
creates an unprecedented threat to Australia's 
plants and animals. The Federal Government 
should be increasing funding for biodiversity 
protection, not slashing it whilst continuing to 
subsidise the very industries that are making the 
situation worse.' 
' Australia's contribution to global emissions of 
greenhouse gases continue to rise. Our unique 
threatened species and ecosystems will pay the 
price for the failure to cut back corporate 
welfare and shift our economy onto a truly 
sustainable footing.' 

Landholders take action on threatened 
swamps by Me1 Rees 
Since July 2005 CCSA's Mt Lofty Ranges 
Southern Emu-wren and Fleurieu Peninsula 
Swamps Recovery Program has assisted nearly 
fifty landholders to protect and enhance over 
900 hectares of remnant native vegetation with 
financial support from the AMLR and SAMDB 
NRM Boards, Threatened Species Network, 
Native Vegetation Council, FAME and 

animals that are found nowhere else in Australia, 
including the endangered Mt Lofty Ranges 
Southern Emu-wren. The removal of cattle and 
other stock from the vegetation helps to improve 
the structural integrity of the sites, improving 
native species diversity and making them more 
suitable for Emu-wrens and other animals. 
Ensuring that fencing and the removal of weeds 
on these sites does not damage existing native 
vegetation makes the work incredibly labour 
intensive. 

For your info.. ..Upcoming conferences 
Veg Futures Conference 
Greening Australia and the Australian 
government are hosting a 4 day conference from 
20-23 October 2008 in Toowoomba, Queensland 
-encompassing workshops and speakers on 
Vegetation manazement; Biodiversity & 
Climate change; Regional Perspectives; 
Continental Scale Restoration; Carbon Markets 
and Research. For more information visit 
w . ~ e n i n a , a u s W a l i ~ . o r ~ . a u  

Australian Plants Societv SA Rwional 
Conference 
The Port Augusta and Districts Group of the 
Society are hosting this 2 day conference- 
Saturday 1 3 ~ ~  & Sunday 1 4 ' ~  September at Port 
Augusta. The conference includes speakers such 
as Travis Gotch of the SA Arid lands NRM 
Board speaking on the Australian Artesian 
Mound Springs: Neville Bonney on arid inland 
flora, and Dr David Jones on arid land plants for 
streetscape design. There will alsc be local tours 
of environmental projects. For more information 
contact Ronda or Peter Hall, telephone (08)864 1 
01 12 or email cnayda@dodoc.com.au 

EnviroFund. Three landholders on the Peninsula Murray D a r l i n ~  Association 64th National 
have recently completed on-ground works that Conference- Climate Chance - The Challenge 
will help to protect another 13 hectares of emu- 27'"-30'"ugtlst 2008, Leeton Shire Coi~ncil 
wren habitat. A further 18 hectares of habitat NSW, Climate Change is the most challenging 
have been rehabilitated through the removal of environmental problem that the MDB will face 
environmental weeds such as Briar Rose, Gorse this century. The challenges in managing climate 
and Blackberries. The Fleurieu Peninsula change will be many. The conference will delve 
Swamps are a critically endangered ecological deep into the effects on communizies within the 
community and home to a number of plants and Basin and those dependent upon its resources. 
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